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The study of geodesics on a given manifold constitutes a significant 
example of a problem concerning dynamical systems and is particularly lit 
to a treatment by variational methods. 
Restricting our attention t  trajectories with assigned xtreme points, 
there are classical works [21, 251 concerning thexistence andmultiplicity 
of geodesics on a manifold A4without boundary. They are sought as 
critical points of the energy functional on the smooth manifold X of the 
admissible paths. The multiplicity results are obtained bymeans of Morse 
and Lusternik-Schnirelman theory, inparticular by the evaluation of the 
homology groups and the category of X. An essential role is also played by
the gradient flow associated with the nergy functional on X. 
In the case in which M has a boundary, strong irregularities appearin 
the set X, so that he nergy functional on X cannot be treated by means of 
the classical theories m ntioned above. Also ther theories ( .g., monotone 
operator theory [3, 15]), which allow one to construct a gradient flow, are 
not applicable to this case. Results ofexistence andmultiplicity of geodesics 
on manifolds with boundary have been proved in [ 18,22-241. These works 
make use of a theory of critical points and gradient flows developed for 
some lower semicontinuous functions [7-9, 131. 
In the present paper the geodesics on a“constraint” A4 with “irregular 
boundary” are considered. A class ofirregular sets M is studied, which still 
allows one to obtain existence andmultiplicity results to the geodesics. This
class (that of p-convex sets) was introduced, in a slightly different ma ner, 
in [ 123 and is framed in the concept of q-convex function and similar 
ones, developed in [4, 5,7-9, 131 and in other works. 
In the first ection, some examples ofp-convex sets are shown. In par- 
ticular, in Proposition 1.9, we point out that he set intersection between 
the ball in HA and the sphere in L2 is a p-convex set, unless the rate 
between the squares ofthe respective radii san eigenvalue of the Laplace 
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operator. This remark is based on the intersection heorem (see 
Theorem 1.8) given in [4]. 
An important property ofp-convex sets is the possibility to project, on 
themselves, a suitable neighborhood f theirs. This fact is at the basis of the 
local properties of geodesics n p-convex sets, investigated in S ction 3.
In Section 5 we obtain the multiplicity theorem for geodesics, by means 
of results of topological typegiven in Section 4.
We point out that other typical problems in differential geometry, 
concerning manifolds with boundary, are treated in [27, 281. 
1. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
In this ection, we want to recall some notions ofnon-smooth analysis 
developed in[4,5,7-g, 12, 133. Then, we will define the object ofour 
investigations: he p-convex sets. 
From now on, H will denote a real Hilbert space with 1.1 as norm and 
( ., .) as inner product. If uE H and r > 0, we set 
B(u,r)={uEH:(u-ul<r}. 
DEFINITION 1.1 (see also [8]). Let Q be an open subset of H and 
~:Q-rRu(+co} a map. We set D(f) = {u~Q:f(u) < + cc >. Let u 
belong to D(f). The function f is said to be subdifferentiable at u if there 
exists a EH such that 
lim inf f(O) -ft”) - (4 v - u), o, 
V-U Iv-z4l : 
We denote by a-f(u) the (possibly empty) set of such a’s and we set 
zqa-f)= {uED(f):a-f(u)#la}. 
It is easy to check that a-f(ic) isconvex and closed VUE D(f); if 
u E D(c? -f), grad -f(u) will denote the lement ofminimal norm of 8 -f(u). 
Moreover, let M be a subset ofH. We denote by I, the function 
It is easy to check that a-Z,(u) is a cone V/u EM. 
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We will call normal cone to M at u the set a-Z,,,,(u) and tangent cone to 
M at u its negative polar (a-Z,(u))-, i.e., 
(a-z,(u))- E {NH: (u, w)<O VW&-Z,(u)} 
(see also [4]). 
DEFINITION 1.2. A point u~D(f) is said to be critical from below forf 
if 0E a-f(u); c ER is said to be a critical value off if there exists u ED(f) 
such that 0~8~f(u) andf(u)=c. 
DEFINITION 1.3 (see also [7, 131). Let Q be an open subset of ZZ. 
A function f: D + R’ u ( + co } is said to be (p-convex, if there xists a 
continuous f nction cp: D(f)’ xiR3 + R + such that 
whenever UED(f ), UE D(Cf ), and aed-f(u). 
DEFINITION 1.4 (see also [7, 131). Let 52 be an open subset of ZZ. 
A function f: 0 + R! u { + cc } is said to have acp-monotone subdifferential, 
if there exists a continuous f nction cp: D(f) xR2 + R + such that 
(a-/k u-u)> - (cp(u,f(u), Ial)+cp(u,f(u), 181)  b--l* 
whenever u,u E D(8 -f ), aE 8 -f(u), and /? Ea-f(u). 
If p2 1, fis said to have acp-monotone subdifferential of order pif there 
exists a continuous f nction x: D(f)2 xR2 -+ R+ such that 
(a-b u-u)> -x(u, f(u),f(u))(l+ IalP+ ISI”) b-4* 
whenever u,u~D(Cf), aEd-f(u), and j?~Cf(u). 
Now, we are ready to introduce thp-convex sets: 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let A4 be a subset ofH. We say that M is a p-convex 
set if there exists a continuous f nction p: M + R+ such that 
(a,u-u)<p(u)lal Iv-4’ whenever u, u E M and a E d-Z,(u). 
The following s a straightforward consequence of the above definitions: 
Remark 1.6. Let M be a subset of H. The following facts are 
equivalent: 
(a) M is a p-convex set; 
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(b) I,,,,: M + R u { + cc } is a q-convex function; 
(c) I,,,,: M + [w u { + cc > has a cp-monotone subdifferential. 
Proof: (a)*(b) Obvious. (b) * (c) Cf. [13]. 
(c)a (a) Let (c) be true. Since OE a-Z,(u), wehave 
(u,u--u)<[(p(u,O, ~al)+cp(u,O,O)] [V--U/* VU,UEM and Vcr~a-Z,(u). 
If ccESZ,,,(u) and c( #O, we get or/l@1 ~a-Z,,,(u) and 
(4 u - u) 6 Ial Cd4 0, 1) + du, 0,011 lu-ul*. 
Then, VU, EM, 3r > 0, 3p > 0 such that 
(a, u-u)<pJal u-ul* if U, u E Mn B(u,, 2r), a E d-Z,(u) 
and from this 
(a, u-u)<(p+ l/r)lal lo--I* if uEi%f, uEMnB(u,, r), aECZ,(u). 
Finally, by paracompactness and partition of unity, we get that M is 
p-convex. 1 
A previous definition of p-convex set can be found in [12] (see 
Definition 1.34). Itis based on the notion of (p, q)-convex function (see 
[9]) and it is included inthe present one, as one can deduce from 
Theorem 1.39 in [12]. 
We remark that he class of p-convex sets includes, forinstance, the
following sets: 
(a) The C:;,‘-submanifolds (possibly with boundary) ofH; 
(b) the convex subsets ofH; 
(c) the images under aClot -idiffeomorphism of convex sets. 
Moreover, let us consider the subset ofR” 
i 
x: max(x,l < 1; 1 x: > 1 
1 
. 
It is a p-convex set which is not included in the classes (a), (b), (c). 
Other interesting examples of p-convex sets can be derived from the 
following simple theorem which concerns the intersection of sets. We will 
premise a definition: 
DEFINITION 1.7 (see also Definition 1.11 in [4]). Let A and B be two 
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subsets ofH. They are said (externally) tangential at the point u belonging 
to A n B if 
- (d-Z,(u)) n a-z,(u) # (0). 
THEOREM 1.8. Let K be a closed and convex subset of H. Let M be a 
hypersurface in H of class C:,$, Then, tf M and K are not tangential at any 
point of K A M, K n M is p-convex. 
Proof It is an easy consequence of Theorem 1.13 in [4]. 1 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let Q be an open subset of R”, p and c two positive real 
numbers. Let us set 
K,.= u~H#2):jo ,Vui2<e2} 
i 
and M,= u~L~(R):j”o lui2=p2}. 
i 
Then, if c2/p2 is not an eigenvalue of -A in Hh, M, n K, is a p-convex 
subset of L2(Q). 
Proof It is easily proved that 
a-z&&)= {Au: M-8) 
and 
d-Z&) = IO) if ln lVu12<c2 orAu$L’(si) 
{-1Au:kIR+} if jn lVu12 = c2 and Au E L’(Q). 
Then, by Theorem 1.8, we obtain the result. 1 
2. SOME GENERAL PROPERTIES OFP-CONVEX SETS 
Let us start with auseful characterization of p-convex sets. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M be a subset of H and p: M + R + a continuous 
function. M is p-convex zf and only tf 
(” - 8,u - VI 2 - [P(U)14 + P(V)lBI 1 Iu-VI2 
Vu, VCM, Va~a-Z,(u), V/IE~-Z,(v). 
Proof. If M is p-convex, then 
(a, u-u)<p(u)lal Iv--l2 VU,VEM and VaEa-Z,(u) (2.1.1) 
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and 
(8, U-~)~P(~)lPI I--VI2 VU, v E M and VP E 8 -Z,(U). (2.1.2) 
Adding (2.1.1) to (2.1.2) we obtain the thesis. 
Vice versa, itis enough to take B= 0. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let MC H be a p-convex set. 
If (u,), c A4 is a sequence onverging to uE A4 and (a,), c H is a sequence 
converging weakly to a with a,,Ea~Z,(u,) VnE N, then aEa-Z,(u). 
ProoJ: It is enough to pass to the limit asn + CO in 
(an9 0 -4) G P(u,)la,l Iv -u,l* VVEM. 1 
In order to show that it is possible to define anopen set in H from which 
it-is possible to project on M, let us point out the following: 
Remark 2.3. Let M c H, u E H, w E M be such that Jr.4 - WI = d(u, M). 
Then (U-w)Ea-Z,(w). 
Proof Immediate from Definition 1.1. 1
Remark 2.4. Let M c H be p-convex, u E H, w E A4 such that 
(U - W) E a-z,(w), 2p(w)lu - WI < 1. 
Then w is the unique element ofM such that 
lu-wl=d(u,M). 
Proof: Let us take vE M. Then from p-convexity of M 
Iu-u~2=(u-ww(*+2(u-ww, w u)+lw-uuJ* 
>lu-w/2-2p(w)(u-WI lw--vJ2+Jw-u)2 
=lU-w12+(1-2p(w)lu-wl)lw-v12. 1 (2.4.1) 
Now let us define a new distance. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let M be a p-convex set and u a point belonging to H. 
We define the distance between u and M in such away: 
6,(u, M)= lim sup 
Iu- “J-a”. M) 
2p(w) 124 - WI. 
If M is p-convex, let us denote by a the set of u E H with the following 
properties: 
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0) q4 w < 1; 
(ii) 3r>O such that Mn {uEH: (u-~1 <r} is closed inH and not 
empty. 
Obviously, A4 cA^. Moreover: 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let M c H be p-convex. Then Vu E A there xists one 
and only one w E M such that 
Iu- WI = d(u, M). 
Proof. Let us take ZJ Ed. 
Let r > 0 be such that 
Mn{uEH:Iv-ul<r} 
is closed inH and not empty. If d(u, M) = r, then the existence is trivial 
and the uniqueness i  a consequence of Remark 2.4. 
If d(u, M) < r, by [ 143 we can take 
such that 
(u,), = H, (WA c Mf-7 Wu, r) 
lim U, = 24, Iu,- w,I = d(u,, Mn B(u, r)), 
n 
We get 
limlu-w,l=limlu,-w,l=d(u,MnB(u,r))=d(u,M)<r. 
n n 
Then lim sup, 2p(w,) Iu- w,I < 1. 
Now let us prove that (w,), is a Cauchy sequence. 
If lim, w, = U, it is trivial. Otherwise, w  may select a subsequence, still 
denoted byw,, such that 
lim sup p(w,) < + a3 and then lim sup 2p(w,) 124, - w-1 < 1. 
n n 
Moreover, w E B(u, r) and (u, - w,J =d(u,, M), eventually. 
Then, from Remark 2.3, we get 
(UPI - w,) Ea-z,(wA 
and from p-convexity, 
(1 -P(WJ I%7--“I -P(W,) l%n--W,I) lw,--ml ~l%z--U,l. 
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lim w, = w, wEMnB(u,r), 
n 
[U - WI = ~$2.4, Mn B(u, r)) 
= d(u, M), 2p(w) Iu- WI < 1. 
By Remark 2.3, we get (U - w) E a-Z,,,,(w). Moreover, Remark 2.4 implies 
that w is the unique element of M such that IU - w( = d(u, M). 1 
Let us recall briefly a definition: 
DEFINITION 2.7. M c H is said to be locallv closed if Vu E A4 there exists 
r > 0 such that M n B(u, is closed in H. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let M c H be locally closed and p-convex. 
Then, a is open and coincides with the two sets 
A”=(u~H:3w~M:(~-w)~~-Z,(w),2p(w)(u-w~<1} 
and 
Proof: From Remarks 2.3 and 2.4 we get A = A*. 
Let us prove that A’ c A^. Let u E 2 and w E M be such that 
(U-W)ECZ,(W), 2p(w)lu - WI < 1. 
If r = d( u, M), from Remark 2.4, we get 
{u&W lu-241 <r} = {w}. 
Now, let us consider a sequence (w,), c M such that 
lim IU - w,I = d(u, M). 
n 
By (2.4.1), we get 
limw,=w and then lim 2p(w,)lu - w,( =2p(w)lu- WI < 1. 
n n 
Now we will prove that R c A*. 
Let us take u ~2. From Proposition 2.6, there exists WE M such ^ that 
IU - WJ = d(u, M) and from property (i) of A applied to w, 3 w, we get 
2p(w)(u- WI -C 1 and then UE A*. 
It remains to check that A” is open. 
505/75/l-9 
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Let us take u0 E A’, w,, EM, r > 0 such that 
(4 - 43) E~-~,(w,h ~PP(h)lh3 - WOI <1, 
MnB(w,, is closed inH, 
21u,--w,l sup{p(w):wEMnB(w,,r))<l, 
and p > 0 such that 
4P2+4Pl%-~ol <r’ 
1 - 2P(%)l% - %I ’ 4 
and 
2 sup{d(u, MnB(w,, r)): u~B(u,, p)} sup{p(w): w~MnB(w,, I)} c 1. 
We claim that B(u,, p) c A”. Indeed: 
Let us consider u E B(u,, p) and by [ 141, (u~)~E B(u,, p) with 
lim uj =u and 
i 
(Wj)jE MnB(Wo, r) 
such that 
Ju, - wjl = d(uj, Mn B(w,, r)). (2.8.1) 
By (2.4.1) and(2.8.1) it results that 
I”O~wO12+~1~2P~w~~lu~~wOl~ IwO-wj12 
<Ju,-wj12<Iu~-uj12+2~uo-ujl luj-wwo(+Iuj-wo12 
d lU~-Uj12+2~U~-Ujl IUj-W()l+ IUJ-Uo12 
+2lUj-U,l IU()-W()I + lUo-Wo12. (2.8.2) 
Reordering terms in (2.8.2) andtaking uj~ B(u,, p), we get 
(1-2PP(wO)luO-wOl) IwO-wj12 
G2[lUj-U,12+ lUi)-Ujl IUj- WOl+ l”j-UOl l”O-WOl] 
G4[Iuj-U,12+ l”j-UOl IUl)-WI)/] <4(p2+plUO-Wl)l). 
Then, (wj - wO( dr/2, eventually. 
Moreover 
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lim sup 2~(wj)luj- w l< 1. 
j- +oO 
Then 
so that, (w~)~ isa Cauchy sequence. 
Let us set 
lim wj = w in M n B( wO, r/2). 
i 
Passing tothe limit asj -+ cc in (2.8.1), we obtain 
lu-wl=d(u,MnB(w,,r)), (u-W)Ea~z,,~(W)=a-z,cw) 
and 2p(w)Ju- WI< 1. 1 
As a consequence of Proposition 2.1 let us prove another p operty of the 
set 2: 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let M c H be locally closed and p-convex; VuE 2 let 
X(U) be the unique lement of A4 such that 
Iu - n(u)1 = d(u, M). 
Then: 
0) (u - 4~)) E ~-Z,ddu)), 2P(7HU))lU - Nu)l < 1 VUEAl 
(ii) MuI) - 4dl G (I- p(4ul)) 14 - 4ul)l 
-P(R(%)) Ih-JQdr’ b1-% vu1, u,d 
(iii) (t7c(u)+(l-t)u)EA VUEA, Vtc [O, 11. 
ProojI (i) Trivial. (ii) ByProposition 2.1 
(#I -Nu*) -(u2 -4u2)), x(u1) -Nuz)) 2 - {p(n(uJ) 124 -R(U,)I 
+ p(n(u*)) 1% - Hh)l> Idu,) - d&M VUI, U,d 
and reordering terms 
u- Cp(n(u1)) 1%-4u,)I +p(n(u*)) l~*-~(~,)ll) I++--~~~*~l’ 
G ((#I - u2), 4u,) - 7c(u2)) G Mu,) - 7duz)l Iu, -u2l VU,, U,d. 
(iii) Trivial. 1 
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Remark 2.10. Let us set 
A= {u&:4p(a(u)) lu-z(u)J< l}. 
Then A is an open set containing M and one can easily prove that 
K: A + A4 is Lipschitz continuous f constant two. 
Remark 2.11. Let A4 c Z-Z be locally closed and p-convex. 
Then i[d( ., M)12: A^ + [w is a C’ function and its gradient at UE a is 
(u - 4U)). 
Proof: It is obvious since XC: A^ + M is continuous. 1 
Turning to the properties of p-convex sets, let us prove the two following 
ones: 
PROWSITION 2.12. Let A4 c H be locally closed and p-convex. 
Then 
lim 
7c(u + su) -u 
= P”(V) VUEM and s-o+ S 
QvEH, 
where P, is the projection on the tangent cone to M at u, i.e., (a-I,(u))-. 
Proof: Let us point out that, eventually, u + suE A^ and by Remark 2.10 
Then, 
n(u+su)-u 
converges weakly to r. 
s 
We have to prove: 
(i) convergence in (2.12.1) is strong; 
(ii) r= P,u. 
From Proposition 2.9, we have 
u+sv-7r(u+so) 
E a-z,(n(u + SU)). 
S 
(2.12.1) 
(2.12.2) 
Recalling that 
lim 7r(u + NJ) =u and 
u + su - n( 24 +su) 
converges weakly to v - r 
S-+0 S 
by (2.12.1), we can apply Proposition 2.2 and we get (u--)~a-Z,(u). 
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Now, from Proposition 2.1 
1 u+sV-7c(z4+Su) - 
( 
-(u--t), n(u+su)-u 
s s ) 
+ su)) 
u+su-7c(u+su) 
s 
+ P(U)lU - 4 
1 
~7c(u+su)-u~* 
3 
s 
i.e., 
1 K(u+Su)-u 
-( 
- z,7c(u+su)-u-T++ 
s s 1 
< p(n(u +su)) 
[ 
u+su-7c(u+su) 
s +p(u) b--z1 I 
x lR(U + su) -ul’ 
S 
and then 
x(u+su)-u * 
--z < 
I ( 
u-7T(u+su) 
+z, t 
S S ) 
+ p(?r(u+su)-u) 
[ 
u+su-n(u+su) 
S 
+ P(U)b -4 1 ~71(u+su)-u~* S (2.12.3) 
Passing tothe limit as s-0 in (2.12.3) andusing (2.12.1), we get strong 
convergence in (2.12.1). 
Now, we know that Vv E ~-I,,.,(U), 
1 u+su-7c(u+su) 
-( 
- v, 7c(u+su)-u 
S S > 
3 
[ - P(Z(U + su)) 
u+su-:(u+y p(u)lvl] 
x 17c(u+su)--I2 
S 
(2.12.4) 
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Passing tothe limit ass + 0 in (2.12.4), we obtain 
(u-T+v,t)~~O, i.e., (v-(u-r)), u-(o--r))<0 VvEd-Z,(u). 
This means that (u-r) is the projection of v on a-Z,,,,(u), so that 
z=P,v. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let M c H be locally closed and p-convex. Let us 
take uE M and B(u, r) c A^. 
Then 
~su~+(1-s)u~-71(su~+(l-s)u~)l 
<2p(?r(su, +(l -S)zl~))s(l -S)JUo-U]12 
VSE [0, l] and Vu,,, u1E B(u, r). 
Proof: By p-convexity, we get 
(SUI + (1 -S) ug - 7c(SU, + (1 -S) u,), ug - n(su, + (1 - S) u(J) 
< p(7r(su, + (1 -S) Ug)) (su, f (l-s) ug - n(su, + (1 - s) UJ 
xIu~-~(su1+(1-s)u~)~2 (2.13.1) 
and 
(SUI + (l-s) ug - K(SUI + (l-s) ug), Ur - ?r(SU~ + (1 -s) ug)) 
~p(71(SUI+(1-S)UO))ISUr+(1-S)U~-a(su~+(l--)uo)l 
x 124, - n(su, + (1 -S) Uo)l? (2.13.2) 
Multiplying (2.13.1) by (1 - s) and (2.13.2) by sand adding the results, we 
obtain 
(S24,+(1-S)U0-~(SU,+(1-S)U0),(1-S)Uo-(1-S) 
xa(su,+(l-s)u,)+sul-SR(SUI+(l-S)U~)) 
~p(x(Su*+(1-S)uo))JSu,+(1-S)u,-7c(SU,+(1-S)uo)~ 
x[(1-S)~U~-X(SU~+(1-S)Uo)(~+S~U~-R(SU1+(1-S)U0)~~] 
= p(n(su, + (1 -S) ug)) JSU, + (1 -S) ug - 7r(SUr + (l-s) u,)l 
x[~(1-s)(uo-71(su1+(1-s)uo))+s(u~-7L(su~+(1-s)uo))~~ 
+S(1-~)I(U~-~(su,+(1-~)U~))-(U,-A(SU1+(1-S)Uo))l2]. 
(2.13.3) 
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Reordering terms in (2.13.3), we get 
Moreover, from Proposition 2.9, 
2p(?l(su, + (l-s) Ug)) ISUi + (1 -s) Ug - ?r(su, + (1 - s) UJ < 1. 
Then, 
It is interesting o observe that for p-convex sets, the tangent cones, 
defined indifferent ways in [ 1,6, 20,4], coincide. 
Indeed, wehave: 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let Mc H be locally closed and p-convex. 
Then Vu EM: C,,,(u) = T,,,(u) = (a-Z,,,(u))-, where C,(u) and TM(u) are 
respectively the tangent cone and the contingent cone to M at u defined, for 
instance, in [11. 
Proof Since C,(U) c T,,,,(u), it isenough to prove 
(i) T,(u) c (a-Z,(u))-, 
(ii) (a-Z,(u))- c C,(U). 
Let us take vE T,,,(u), (t ), JO, (v,), + u with u+ tnu, EM and a E a-Z,(u) 
then 
(a,v)=lim(a,v,)=lim(a~21+f~u~~~)~vn~~~, 
n n Iu+t,v,-UUJ 
so that (i) is proved. 
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Now to establish (ii), let us consider UE (a-Z,(w))-. We have to prove 
that 
lim Iw+*u--n(w+*u)l =. 
7 
w-u, weM t 
r-o+ 
i.e., 
lim 
n(w + tu) - w 
= 0. 
W-rU,WEM t-o+ t 
Since 
Mu + *u) - WI < 21ul 
t ” 
we remark that (w + tu - rr(w + tu))/t converges weakly to v and 
v E a-Z,(u) by Proposition 2.2. 
Now 
( 
w-tu-TT(w+tu) w-7c(w+tu) 
t 9 t ) 
6 tp(n(w + tu)) x 
w+tu-?r(w+tu)I Iw-7r(w+tu)l* 
t 
and 
w+tu-?r(w+tu) w+tu-n(w+tu) 
t t 
,u 
w-7r(w+tu) * 
X 
I I 
X 
t t 
. (2.14.1) 
Therefore, 
lim sup 
w+tu-TT(w+tu) * 
t 
G(v, u)<O. I 
“<u.o”FM 
From Proposition 2.9 we can easily deduce the following topological 
properties of p-convex sets (see [19] for the definition of absolute 
neighbourhood retract). 
PROPOSITION 2.15. Let M c H be locally closed and p-convex. 
Then M is an absolute n ighbourhood retract. 
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PROPOSITION 2.16. Let M c H be locally closed and p-convex. 
Then: 
(i) M is locally Lipschitz path-connected. 
(ii) If M, is a component of M and p, = p/M,, then M, is locally 
closed, p -convex, and Lipschitz path-connected. 
Now let us introduce a distance on the components ofM in such away: 
DEFINITION 2.17. Let M c H be locally closed and p-convex and M, a 
component ofM. Vu,,, u1E M,, we set 
= inf [y’(s)1 ds:YE WIS’(O, 1; H);y(s)eM, k’s, ~(O)=u,,~(l)=u,). 
PROPOSITION 2.18. Let M c H be locally closed and p-convex and M, 
one of its components. Then d’ induces onM, the same topology ofH. 
Proof. It is trivial that IQ-u,( dd’(u,,, ul). 
On the other hand, Vu E M 3r > 0: B(u, r) c A. Then VuO, u1 E Mn B(u, r) 
we can consider the path 
Y(s)=~bu,+(l-s)&J, so that y: [O, l] + M is a Lipschitz function, 
y(O)=& Y(~)=u, and d’(uo, u )<Jh If(s)1 ds62lu,-u,l. 1 
DEFINITION 2.19. Let M c H be locally closed and p-convex. 
M is said to be complete ifall its components are complete with respect 
to the metric d’introduced in Definition 2.17. 
3. THE ENERGY FUNCTIONAL AND ITS 
SUBDIFFERENTIAL PROPERTIES 
In this ection, MC H denote a locally closed, p-convex, and connected 
set; M, and M, non-empty, closed subsets ofM. M, and M, are also 
supposed tobe po- and PI-convex, respectively. 
Our aim is to prove that geodesics on M which are orthogonal to MO 
and M, can be characterized as critical points ofa functional on a suitable 
constraint. Moreover, asthe research of such points can be developed in 
the framework ofthe volution theory (cf. [13]), wewill prove that such a
functional is  q-convex function. 
Let us start with more precise definitions. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. A curve y: [0, 1] --) M is said to be a geodesic on M if: 
(a) y E W*- ‘(0, 1; H); 
(b) Y”(S)E CZ,,,(y(s)) a.e.in 10, l[. 
A geodesic y on M is said to be orthogonal to M0 and Mi if 
Y(O) EMOT Y’+ (0) Ea-bfo(Y(w> Y(l)EMlY -Y’(l)Ea-zw,Ml)). 
It will result byTheorem 3.8 that if yis a geodesic, then 
y E w2* “(0, 1; H). 
Now let us introduce th space of the admissible paths: 
X={ye w’**(o, l;H):y(s)EMvs,y(O)EM,,y(l)EM,). 
Moreover, ifyE X and 6 E L2(0, 1; H), we set 
WY d)(s) = PvCs) 4S)? 
where P,+) is the projection on the tangent cone to it4 at y(s). 
By Proposition 2.12 it urns out that P, 6 is strongly measurable, so that 
P, 6 E L*(O, 1; H). Finally, etus define the “energy functional” 
tg IY’12dS, YEX f(Y)= +oo 1 > y E L2(0, 1; H)\X. 
In order to show the previous characterization, first letus prove some 
regularity properties: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let us take yE X. Then a-f(y) # 0 if and only if 
y E W2T2(0, 1;H), Y:(O)--z,bw), -iww-b.dYw 
in such a case 
lIgrad-f(yNIL~~ Ilr”llL2~~(~,f(y))(1 + Ilw-fWll.4 
where ~5 = maxt,, 17(p 0 y) and 8, : R2 -+ R+ is a continuous f nction. 
Moreover, ifO~d-f(y) then YE WzV”(O, 1;H). 
To prove Theorem 3.2 we need the following lemmas: 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let us take CSE W’*2(0, 1; H) and YE W’,*(O, 1; H) such 
that y(s) EM t/s E[0, 11. 
Then 
lim inf 
fS~I(~+ts)‘1~ds-?iS~I~(y+ts)‘l’ds 
t+o+ t 
2 -2 ; p(y) Id-P,61 Iy’12ds. 5 
ProojI Let us consider the path y+ td with t> 0. 
If t is small, 
(Y+tdNs)EA VSE [O, l] and ?r(y + td) E w’**(o, 1;M). 
By (ii) of Proposition 2.9 we get 
I(norl)‘(s)l G (1 - &471(t7(s))) Iv(s- MaI)-’ Irl’(s)l 
a.e. in 10, l[ Vq E W192(0, 1; H) such that q(s) EA Vs. 
Then 
~~~01fCI(Y+ts)‘l*-(l-2p(n(y+t6)) 
xI(~+t@--(y+t6)))-~I(y+t6)‘l~]ds 
~~~~fC4~(R(Y+tS))l(Y+td)-n(Y+t~)l(p(n(Y+t~)) 
x I(Y+t&-m+t@l -I)(1 -2p(n(y+td)) 
x I(y+t@-n(y+td)l)-* I(y+tiS)‘j*]ds. 
Let us observe that 
p+ l(Y+t@‘12= WI2 in L’(0, 1; H) 
lim p(~(y+ts))I(y+ts)-n(y+ts)l=O 
r-o+ 
uniformly on [0, l] 
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and from Proposition 2.12 
*im (Y + tfi) - 4Y + t4 
r-o+ t 
= lim 6 + Y - X(Y + 1s) = lb-P,61 VSE [O, l] 
r-o+ t 
and 
(y + td) -7c(y + ts) 
I I 
~ 6+Y-a(Y+tJ) 
t t 
< 3161. 
Then, as a consequence of the Lebesgue theorem, weget 
2 -2 ; p(y) 16-P, 61 ly’12ds. I I 
LEMMA 3.4. Let us take yE X and a E a-f(y). Then 
f 
’ (y’, S’) ds 
0 
2 j-’ (a, P, 6) h-2 Ib’ p(y)/6- P,61 WI2 ds V6E W$Z(O, 1; H). 
0 
Proof: Let us take 6 E W,$ 2(0, 1; H). We observe that, if t >O is 
sufficiently small, n(y + th) E M, x[(y + tJ)(O)] = y(O) E MO, and 
RC(Y+ts)(l)l=Y(l)EM1. 
Then 
1 ’ 
jjo In(y+t@‘(‘ds=f(y+t@. 
Now, let us consider tl Ea-f(y). Using Proposition 2.12, wehave 
lim 1 1 1 = I{ il(y+t@‘12-;Iy’\2-a(x(y+tb)y) I ds
t+o+ t 0 
1 ’ 1 
> lim inf -I{ t-o+ t 0 
~ln(y+t6)‘12-~ly’~2-a(x(y+t8)-y) 
{I(y+tb)‘12-(~(y+t~)‘(2}ds. 
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Since (n(y +IS)-- y)/t is bounded in L2(0, 1; H) by Definition 1.1 and 
Lemma 3.3, we get he thesis. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. Let aE L2(0, 1; H), YE W’~2(0, 1;H) be such chat Y(S)EM 
Vs e [0, 11. Let us mppose that 
Then 
x 16 -P, 61 Jy’l’ ds V6E wt2(o, 1; H). (35.1) 
and 
y E W2’ 2(0, 1; H), y”(s) + a(s) E CZ,(y(s)) ae. 
wherep=maxro,,, (pay). 
Proof: Applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to (3.5.1) and recalling 
that from properties of projections on closed convex cones 16 -Py 61 < 161, 
we get 
J“ (f70ds> - 11~111~11~11~~-~‘~~~~~ VI b’12d  VdE w* 2(0, 1; H) 
0 0 
and then 
<(ll4l~z+2j$; lu’12ds)) 1141~~ (3.5.2) 
so that we have Y’E L”(0, 1; H) and the stimate 
Using (3.5.3), we get 
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~2f7llaL2 (j;WI* ds)“* 
Then 
This implies y”EL2(0, 1; H) and moreover 
IIY’II~~~ 1+2P j1 IY’l*d ( ( o +ool lf12d~) 
+(l+@(I, l~‘l*d~)“*) l141L2. 
Now we will prove that a.e. 
(a(s) + Y”(S), v) G0 VyIE (~-~hfMs)))-. 
Since a-Z,(y(s)) is a closed convex cone, this is equivalent to prove that 
a.e. 
(a(s) + y”(s)) E ~-~,dy(s)). 
Let us consider s0 E10, l[, qE (a-Z,(y(s,)))-, and Vn E N p,, EC,“(R) such 
that 
PltBO, I p,= 1, 1 1 suppp,c --,- . [ 1 n n 
Moreover, let us define the functions 
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Clearly, 6,~ Wi2(0, 1; H) and we can take these functions in (3.5.1), 
obtaining 
where p= max[,, 13(p 0 y). Passing tothe limit ass + s0 in (3.5.4), we have 
- (VP Y”(d) 2(ad, ~QmoN - W(rl- P,rl)(%)l = (4d, ?) 
for almost every s0 E 10, 1[. 1 
LEMMA 3.6. Let us take y~Xn W2’ ‘(0, 1; H) with y’+(O)~Fl,,(y(0)) 
and -YL(~)ESZ,,(Y(~)) and a~L’(0, 1;H) such that cr+y”~CZ,(y) 
a.e. 
Then 
x (B, P&(O)), P (Y(~))> ;j-;IfI* ds) 
x (1 + Ilv”ll~~ + Il4lt~h-I4t~ V?EX 
where 
“=;“1; (POY) and ~*:R4-+lR + is a continuous f nction. 
ProoJ If VEX, then 
fj; Iq’12ds-; j  iy’l’ds-1; (a,q-y)ds 
=- ;I: I?‘y’12~+jd W,tl’-Ws-j; (a,v-y)ds 
=- ;j-; lrl’-y’12ds+(y’(l),(~-~)(1)) 
- (f+(O)> (II-Y)(O)) - j-i (a +Y”, rt -Y) ds. 
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From hypotheses andDefinition 1.5, we get 
;jo1 I?‘-Y’l’d~+(Y’(l)~ (V- ) )
-(Y:(o), (n-r)(O))- jol (a+y", ?-Y)dS 
(3.6.1) 
Using in (3.6.1) the stimates 
Ilr’(s)ll L” G (j; ,yf12ds)‘i2+ IlyffII.,.l 
and 
IIYl-Yll2L”~Il~-YIlt2+2ll~-YIlL4lYI’-Y’llL2, 
we obtain 
Applying Young inequality to he factor 
2Il?-YllL4I?‘-Y’lIL~ 
and reordering theterms, weget 
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which gives the thesis. 1 
Now let us come back to the 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. If 8 -f(r) # 0, as a consequence of Definition 1.1 
and Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 we get 
YE W2’2(0, 1;H) and iw11~4 +~PJ~~(Y))(~PJ((Y)+ ~i41L2~. 
If 0 E a-f(y), byLemma 3.4 we obtain 
j; (Y’, 6’) ds 3 -2 I,’ p(y) 16 -P, 4 Iy’I* ds (3.2.1) 
and by Lemma 3.5, y’ EL”(0, 1; H). Then 
~~~1(y’,6’)ds~~2~llg./:i 11611,1 V~EW;~W;W 
and by duality y”EL”(0, 1; H). 
Now, let us prove that -$+(O)E a-Z&y(O)). Let us take 
T E (a-Z,,(y(O)))- and define two functions 
eE w’**(o, 1;H) and rj-,E w’-yo, 1; H) (t >0 and small) 
by 
and 
V,(S) = 
i 
m(s) + (t -s) e(t)), 06sdt 
Y(S), t<s<l. 
505/75/l-10 
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From Proposition 2.12 
lim 0(t) = t. 
r-o+ 
Moreover, qtEX and qr is an equilipschitz family offunctions. 
Let us take aE d-f(y), then 
f(rl,)-f(~)2(4 v,-Y)- Il~t-~IIL49r-Y) 
with 
i.e.. 
lim E(U[ =O, 
U-t 
9 UEL 
Integrating by parts yields 
Now, let us remark that 
lim ?tWY(d= 
1 
TV s=o 
r-o+ t 0, O<S<l. 
Moreover 
(3.2.2) 
eventually fort+ 0 + . 
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Indeed, 
744s) + (t-s) d(f)) - 7w)) 
t 
<2 y@)+(t--s)e(t)-y(s) <qe(r)j <2(ltl+ 1). \ \t 
Then, 
lim ~‘(‘) -Y(‘) =0 
r-o+ t 
in L2 and passing tothe limit ast + O+ in (3.2.2), we get 
(3.2.3) 
Now, let us give an estimate for 
recalling that 
~Jb’l~:-~‘12d~=~jb’{l~~l’+lu’12-~(s;,~’)}ds. (3.2.4) 
From Proposition 2.12 and the definition of 8,we get 
&Jb’ lh;12q o Ir’(s) - W)l’ x (1 - 2P(7MS) + (t -$1 fJ(f))) 
x~~(s)+(t-s)f9(t)-n(y(s)+(t-s~)8(t))~)-~ds 
1 1 
’ % (1 - 2pte(t))2 I 1 IYWI~ + lwv - wa e(t))) ds, o 
where 
d = fyyj P(n(Y(s) + (2 -$1 et))). 
Then 
li;:yp${i ($12ds<i If+(O)-r12. 
Now, let cbe the Lipschitz constant ofq,. 
(3.2.5) 
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It is obvious that 
Moreover, from the definition of ql, we have 
lirn ?,(t) - vlI(O) = lim Y(t) - 71o(Y(O) + t7) 
r-o+ t r-o+ t 
= lim t Y(t) - Y(O) + lim Y(O) -~o(Y(O) + t7) 
r-o+ t-0+ t 
=y’,(O)-7. 
So, passing tothe limit ast + 0 in (3.2.6), we obtain 
,~~+fJJ:(~~,~‘)ds,(~;(O),y;(0)-7). (3.2.7) 
Then, combining the results in (3.2.4) (3.2.5), and (3.2.7), we get 
=; 1712. (3.2.8) 
Finally, from (3.2.3) and(3.2.8) 
(Y’, (Oh 7) G f1712 V7E (~-L40(Y(w-. 
Since (CZ,,(y(O)))- is a cone, we have 
(Y’,(O), 7 GO V7E (~-z.&f,(Y(o)))-~ 
i.e., Y’,(O)E~-Z,,(Y(O)). 
Analogously, we can prove that 
To complete he proof of the theorem, itremains toprove that if 
y E w2- 2(o, 1; Z-Z), f+(o) Emd24o)j~ -Y’(l)Ea-zM(Y(l)) 
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then -7” E a-f(y). Indeed this is a consequence of Lemma 3.6 taking 
u= -y”. I 
THEOREM 3.7. Let us consider 
tl EL2(0, 1; H) and yExn W?(O, 1;H) 
with 
Y: (0) Ea -Lfo(Y(W and -Y’-uka-zM,(Yw. 
Then a E 8 -f(y) if and only if 
N(S) + fys) E a -z,(y(s)) a.e. 
Moreover, grad- f(y) = -Py(y"). 
Proof: If E(S) + y”(s)~ a-Z,(y(s)) a.e. by Lemma 3.6 we deduce 
LX Ea-f(y). Vice versa, ifaE a -f(y), by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, we have 
a(s) + y”(s) E a-z,(y(s)) a.e. 
Now, let us remark that -P,y”e L* and - P,~“E a-f(y), so 
if uEa-f(y) then i ’ (a+y”, P,y”)dsdO, 0 
i.e., 
j’ (Pyy”, y”) ds < - j’ (01, P y”) ds. 
0 0 
This implies 
llPrY”llt~ 6 II~IIL41PyY”llL2. I 
Now, we can give the two main results in this ection: 
THEOREM 3.8. Let us consider y EX. Then 0 E d-f(y) if and only if y is a 
geodesic onA4 orthogonal to MO, M,; in this case yE W*’ “(0, 1; H) and the 
function s + ly’(s)( is a constant. 
Proof: If 0 E a-f(y), from Theorem 3.2 we get 
y E W*, “(0, 1; H), em E a-bdy(w~ -~m~a-bdyw 
and from Theorem 3.7, 
~w E a-z,(w) a.e. 
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Then, yis a geodesic on A4 orthogonal to M0 and M, (see Definition 3.1). 
Let us prove that he function s + jy’(s)l is constant. First of all, we 
observe that since Iy’l* isLipschitz continuous, it isenough to show that 
((y’I*)‘=O a.e. 
Now. since 
(lYW12)’ = 2(Y’(S)Y Y”(S)) and y” l CZ,(y(s)) a.e., 
we will prove that Vs E 10, 1[ 
(6 Y’(S)) = 0 va Ea-Z,(y(s)). 
Let us take cx~a-Z,(y(s)), and from Definition 1.1 we have 
(a, r(t) - Y(S)) 6 Ir(t) - Y(S)l 4Y(t) - Y(S)), 
where 
lim E(V) = 0. 
: 2L 4 
(3.8.1) 
Dividing by(t - S) and passing tothe limit ast + s + and t + S- in (3.8.1), 
we get he thesis. 
Vice versa, ify is a geodesic on M orthogonal to M,, M,, we apply 
Lemma 3.6 with c1= 0obtaining 0 E a-f(y). 1
Now, it remains toprove the q-convexity off: 
THEOREM 3.9. Let M be complete and M, or M, compact. Then f is I.s.c. 
and there xists a continuous f nction 
(po:L*xR+R+ 
such that 
In particular, f has a q-monotone subdifferential of order 2. 
ProoJ: First, wewill prove that fis 1.s.c. 
Let us take (Y,,)~ E X such that 
lim yn = y in L2 and f(y,)<c. n 
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Moreover, bythe definition off, (y,,), converges weakly to y in W’, 2 and 
So, we have only to prove that yE X. 
Let us set 
E= (SE [0, 11: yam}. 
We have E # 0. Indeed: let M0 be compact, since (Y,,)~ converges 
uniformly to in [0, 11, y(0)EMOC M. 
Moreover it is easy to prove that E is open because M is locally closed 
and also that E is closed by the completeness of M. Then, E = [0, 11. 
Further, we know that 
y(l)~M,y,(l)~Mi, andM, is closed inM. 
So, y( 1) EM, and then yE A’. Now, by Lemmas 3.4,3.5, and3.6, we know 
that here exists a continuous f nction 8,: R4 + R+ such that 
f(vr)24~)+ ji (w-YM 
-e,(E ~dY(o)), ~(Y(1)),f(y))(l+ Il~ lt2h-~llt2 
whenever q,y E X, a E a-f(y) and where jj =maxt, 13 p 0 y. 
By paracompactness and partition of unity we obtain the existence 
Of% I 
Let us point out that Theorem 3.7 permits one to solve an evolution 
problem through the results in [13]. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let us consider y0E X. Then there xists one and only 
one absolutely continuous path 
u: [O, + cc [ -+ L2(0, 1; H) 
such that f0 U is non-increasing and,setting 
u(t, 8) = (Vt))(s), 
we get 
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u(t,.)e W2’2(0, 1;H)nX, 
g (t, 0) E ~-h4,(u(t, s)) vt>o, 
-;(I, l)--b4,(u(t, 1)) vt>o, 
2 
( ) 2-2 Ed-z,(u) Vt > 0 for almost every sE [0, 1 ] 
@A s) =lb(s) VSE [O, 11. 
Proof It is enough to combine Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4(c) in[13] 
with Theorems 3.9, 3.2, and 3.7. 1 
4. SOME HOMOTOPYCAL RESULTS 
In view of using a technique like Lusternik-Schnirelmann to ev luate the 
number of critical points for the functional f ofSection 3,we look at the 
category of the space of the admissible paths X, endowed with the topology 
of w’**(o, 1;H). 
Let us start describing the topological too s we will use in this ection. 
Let Y be a topological sp ce and y, E Y. 
We denote by a( Y, y,) the loop space of Y with base point y, and recall 
that if Y is arcwise connected, then the homotopy type of the loop space 
does not depend on the point y, and can be denoted byQ(Y). 
Moreover: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let Y be an arcwise connected metric space and 
y,, y, E Y. Let us set 
X* = {y: [0, l] + Y continuous such that y(O) = y, and y(l) = y,} 
endowed with the topology ofuniform convergence. 
Then, 52(Y) is homotopically equivalent to X*. 
DEFINITION 4.2 (see, for instance, [21I). Let Y be a topological sp ce. 
If A is a closed subset ofY, let cat(A; Y)be the least integer n such that A
can be written asthe union of n closed subsets ofY, each one contractible 
to a point of Y. 
If such ndoes not exist, weset cat(A; Y)= + 00. 
Moreover, wedefine cat( Y) = cat( Y; Y). 
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DEFINITION 4.3. Let us set cat,( Y)= sup{cat(K; Y):K compact subset 
of Y>; cat,(Y) iscalled the category ofY on compact subsets. 
DEFINITION 4.4 (see, for instance, [21]). Let Y be a topological sp ce. 
Cuplong( Y)is defined asthe largest integer n such that for some field K 
and elements p,.~ HMr( Y, K) with m, > 1 for 1 <r <n, we have 
p, u ... up,, #0 (or + cc if the set of such nis unbounded). 
In [lo] the following relation between cuplong and category is proved 
on compact subsets which extends the one proved in [2]. 
PROFWSITION 4.5. Let Y be an ANR. Then cat,(Y) 2 1+ cuplong( Y). 
Finally, to estimate cat(X) weneed aresult which is essentially contained 
in [25]. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let A be an open, connected, non-contractible (in tself) 
subset of[w” and uO E A. 
Then, cat,(a(A, uO)) = co. 
Proof: If ~c,(A, ZQ,) has infinitely man elements, then Q(A, uO) has 
infinitely man path components, so that cat,(Q(A, u,,)) = co. 
If zl(A, u,,) has a finite number of elements, letus consider the universal 
covering q:Y+ A. Let y, E Y be such that q( y,,) = u,,. 
Let us consider Q( Y, y,): it is homeomorphic toa path component of 
O(A, q,), so that cuplong(Q( Y, yO)) <cuplong(Q(A, u,J). 
On the other hand, since SZ(A, uO) is an ANR, see [19], we have by 
Proposition 4.5 that 1+ cuplong(Q(A, u, )) <cat,(SZ(A, u,,)). 
Therefore, it will be sufficient to prove that cuplong(Q( Y, y,)) = co. 
Since A is an ANR, by [19], ni(A, uO) is not trivial forsome i. 
We want to prove that q(A, uO) is not trivial forsome i> 2. If R,(A, u,,) 
is trivial, the fact is obvious. If z,(A, uO) is not trivial and, by contradiction, 
zi(A, uO) is trivial forevery i>2, we have that H*(A;Z)-H*(n,(A,uO);Z) 
(see, for instance, [16, p. 1371). 
Since nI(A, u,,) is finite, by Corollary 1 in [26], we deduce that 
H*(A; Z) # 0 for infinitely man m, which is impossible. 
Therefore, rri( Y,yO) is not trivial forsome i> 2, while H,( Y; Z) is even- 
tually zero. ByHurewitz isomorphism andthe universal coefficient formula 
(see, too, Lemma on p. 467 in [25]) we have that here exists a field K 
such that Hi( Y; K) # 0 for some i > 2, while H,,,( r; K) is eventually zero. 
Then, by Corollary (p. 484) and Proposition 14 (p. 485) in [25], we 
conclude that 
cuphiW( K yd) = 00. I 
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From now on, we will indicate by M a locally closed, p-convex, com- 
plete, connected, andnot contractible (in itself) subset ofW’; M0 and M, 
two closed, not empty subsets ofM, which are contractible in M, pO- and 
p,-convex in Iw”, respectively, one of which is compact; Aithe set defined 
in Remark 2.10 relatively to Mi (i =0, 1) and 7ri: Ai+ Mi the orthogonal 
projection of Aion Mj (i =0, 1). 
Let us set 
AI= {UEAi: lU-7Ci(U)l <d(U, A’), IU-Ri(U)I <$j} 
and consider the spaces 
Jf?Mdf;)=(y~C(CO, ll,A):y(O)EAb,y(l)EA;) 
endowed with the topology ofuniform convergence, 
X,(&A;)= {YE W’J(0, 1; R”):Y(S)EA Vs,y(O)E&y(l)EA;} 
with the IV’% * topology. 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.6, let us prove: 
THEOREM 4.7. cat,X,(&, A;) = co. 
Proof: Let us consider Q(A). By Proposition 2.9, A is homotopically 
equivalent to M and by Theorem 4.6, catK(Q(A)) = co. Since Mi is a defor- 
mation retract of Ai in A,! and M, is contractible in M, we get hat Ai is 
contractible n A.Then, Q(A) is dominated byX:(,4;, A;). Moreover, 
X:(,4;, A;) is an open subset ofC( [0, 11; lW) so that it is homotopically 
equivalent to X,(Ab, A’,) (cf. Theorem 16 in [19]). 1
Now let us give the main result inthis ection: 
THEOREM 4.8. cat,(X) = 00, where X is the spaceof the admissible paths 
(see Section 3), endowed with the topology ofW’,*(O, 1; H). 
To prove Theorem 4.8, we need the following result contained in [111. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let W be an open subset of a real Hilbert space V and 
g: W + ] - co, + CQ] be a 1.s.c. function with aq-monotone subdifferential of 
order two. Then there xists a map j: D(g) + D(g) such that 
(i), j(gb)CgbVb ER, wheregb={uEQ:g(u)<b}, 
6) j: (gb, 181 v) -+ (gb, d*), where d*(u, u) = (u- u( + [g(u) - g(u)1 
Vu, v E D(g), is continuous and it is a homotopy inverse of the Identity 
function 
Id: kb, d*) + (sb, WI v). 
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Proof of Theorem 4.8. Let us take m E N. By Theorem 4.7, there exists 
Kc X,(Ab, A;) such that K is compact and 
cat(K, X (& A;)) 2m. 
Let a~ R be such that 
Then, 
where 
cat(K, $(A&, A;)) 2m Vb 2 a 
Let us point out that Vy E X:(,4& A;) 3(y) > 0 such that if 
r] Ew1,2(o, 1;W”), ;j-ol lq’l’ds<b, llrt -141~2 <r(y) 
then 
rl(S)E4 v(O) E-4l, rl(l)EA;. 
Now, we set 
where B(y, r(y)) is the open ball in L2 of center y and radius r(y) and define 
the function 
It is easy to verify that g is the restriction o W of a convex and 1.s.c. 
function defined onL2(0, 1; R”). By Theorem 4.9, setting Xjb(,4b, A;)= 
X;(Ab, A;) endowed with the L2-topology, we obtain that 
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is a homotopy equivalence Vb > a and then 
cat(K, X2*(&, A;)) 2m. 
Now, let us consider the homotopy 
H: Kx [O, l] -+ Xfb(& A;) with b > 3a + l/27 
defined VyE K, t E [0, l] and s running in[0, l] by the following rules: 
[ t?l,(y(O)) + (1- t) y(O)] + st(y(0) - 710(y(o))) 
Jtlr(O) - no(Y(O))I 
if O~s~Jtly(0)-~o(y(O))l; 
( 
s - Jtluuu -~oW))l 
y 1-JaJu~-Mw)l -J4v(w~oMO))l >
if Jtlvw~obJ~w ds< 1 -J4Yw--hJu)N; 
y(l)+@- 1 +J;iy(lj-;;l(yTiTji.)Io)-y(l)) 
J4YW~CI(YU))I 
if 1- tly(l)-7ri(y(l))l <s< 1. 
Let us call K,= {H(y, l):y~K}. 
If yEK,, then 
1 ’ 
Jo ly~12L<3a+~, Y(O)EMo, Y(l)EMl. 
Moreover, cat(K,, Xf’(&, A;)) 3m because K.is obtained bymeans of a 
deformation of Kin XXb(Ab, A;). 
Let us define a new homotopy 
i?:Kox[0,1]-+X,*b(A&4;) with b 2 4(3a + l/27); 
fQY t) = tab)) + (1 - t) Y(S). 
As before, let us set K, = {@y, 1): yE K,}. If y E K,, then 
1 1 
ss, ly’1%Q4(3a+&). 
since II is a Lipschitz continuous f nction of constant two, and 
Y(S) E J4 vs, Y(O) EMO, YlEMl. 
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Then, 
cat(K,, X*b)>cat(K,, X *b(A&, ;))3m 
since K, is obtained bymeans of a deformation of K0 in X,*b(Ab, ;), 
where 
X*b= ytx:;jol ,yJ,‘dsdb} i 
endowed with the uniform topology. 
Now, applying Theorem 4.9 with V= W= L2(0, 1; [W”) and g=f(fis the 
function considered in Section 3)we deduce the xistence of a continuous 
map 
j: X*b + Xb (Xb =&y*b with the W’s 2-topology) 
which is a homotopy inverse ofthe identity function, too. 
Finally, etus set K2 = j(K,). We point out that K2 is independent of b, 
K, is a compact set in W’g 2, and 
cat(K,, Xb) 2 m Vb 2 4(3a + l/27). 
Obviously, from the compactness of K, we get cat(K,, X)2 m and then 
cat,(X) = co. 1 
5. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this ection we want to prove that he functional S (see Section 3)has 
infinitely man critical points inthe space of the admissible paths X, that 
is, by Theorem 3.8, there exist infinitely man geodesics on A4 orthogonal 
to M, and Mi, under suitable assumptions  M, M,, and M,. 
To this aim, we need atheorem which links the category of aspace with 
the number of critical points of a functional defined onit. Results ofthis 
kind can be found in [ 5, 17, 181. 
We shall use the following version which is contained in [111. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let V be a real Hilbert space, g: V + R u { + 00 } a 1.S.c. 
function with a q-monotone subdifferential of order two. We set 
d*(u, 0) = Iu - 4 + Ig(u) - g(v)1 vu, v E D(g) 
and we denote by Y* the metric space (D(g), d*). 
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Let us suppose that: 
(i) inf, g> - 00, 
(ii) Vc E g(I)(g)), V(u,), c D(8-g) with supn g(u,) < c and 
lim, grad - g(u,) = 0, (u,), has a subsequence converging in V. 
Then, g has at least cat( Y*) critical points from below. Moreover, if 
cat( Y*) = + co, then 
sup d&T))= sup{g(u): uEaa-g)> oEa-g(u)j. 
As a straightforward consequence of Theorems 3.8, 4.10, and 5.1, we have 
the desired multiplicity result: 
THEOREM 5.2. Let MC R” be locally closed, p-convex, complete, con- 
nected, and non-contractible in itself: Let M, c M, M, c M be closed, 
not empty, contractible n M, pO- and p,-convex inOX”, respectively. Let M,
or M, be compact. 
Then, there exist infinitely man geodesics on M orthogonal to M, and M, 
with fh Iy’I 2 ds arbitrarily large. 
Proof. Let us define 
f(r)= 
tj; Iy'12ds, YEX 
+a, yc5L2\X. 
From Theorem 3.9, 
is a 1.s.c. function with acp-monotone subdifferential of order two. 
Let us remark that D(f) = X and that d* -induces the topology of
W’*2(0, 1;W”) on X. 
Now, we will consider a sequence (yJ,cD(d-f) with
SUPf(YJ< +a and lim grad- f(yn) = 0. " " 
Let M, be compact, hen (y,(O)), is bounded in [w” and (yJn is bounded in 
iw2(0, 1; IR”). 
By Rellich’s theorem, wededuce that (y,Jn has a subsequence converging 
in L’(O, 1; W). Moreover by Theorem 4.8, we have 
cat(X) = + co. 
Then, applying Theorems 5.1 and 3.8, we get the existence of infinitely 
many geodesics on M orthogonal to M, and M,. 
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To complete he proof, itremains toprove 
supf(y) = + co. 
YEX 
Since A4 is not contractible, then there exists 
u E M\(Mo n M,). 
Let y,, and y, be two geodesics on A4 orthogonal to M, and {ti}, {ii} and 
M, , respectively, with minimal energy. Let us recall that from Theorem 3.8, 
l&l and Iy;l are constants. 
Now we set 
and 
vh(s)=v(l -(l -dh) if ti#MO; 
Ilh(S) = ?(Sh) if ti$M,. 
We can easily verify that 
If ti #M, we get jy; 1 #0 and 
Then 
lip f(qh) = + 03. 
If U # M,, we proceed analogously. 1 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let MC R” be locally closed, p-convex, complete, 
connected, and non-contractible in itself: Then for every uO, u, in M, there 
exist infinitely many geodesics y on M connecting uO and ul, with Jh I y’l *ds 
arbitrarily large. 
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Proof: It is sufficient to apply Theorem 5.2 with 
Remark 5.4. It is easy to verify that if A4 is a closed subset ofR”, then 
A4 is locally closed and complete. 
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